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Design principles for transition metal
nitride stability and ammonia generation in acid

Jiayu Peng,1 Juan J. Giner-Sanz,2,3 Livia Giordano,2,4 William P. Mounfield III,5 Graham M. Leverick,6

Yang Yu,1 Yuriy Román-Leshkov,5,* and Yang Shao-Horn1,2,6,7,*
CONTEXT & SCALE

Proton exchange membrane fuel

cells and electrolyzers hold

promise for decarbonizing the

production and utilization of

chemicals and fuels, including

hydrogen and ammonia, but

these technologies still require

the deployment of earth-

abundant, non-precious catalysts

to lower their cost. To tackle this

challenge, transition metal

nitrides have been widely

explored as electrocatalysts for

such technologies. However, the

dissolution of nitrides in acid has

led to electrode degradation

(e.g., in developing hydrogen fuel
SUMMARY

Transition metal nitrides have shown promise as electrocatalysts in
proton exchange membrane fuel cells and electrolyzers, but the
instability of these nitrides in acid has limited their function for
such technologies. On the other hand, having fast, complete nitride
dissolution and ammonia formation in acid can offer new opportu-
nities for distributed, on-demand ammonia generation. Optimizing
nitride chemistries for these clean energy applications requires
design principles for nitride dissolution and ammonia formation in
acid. Here, we report that lowering the nitrogen 2p band center
of transition metal nitrides relative to the Fermi level weakens
metal–nitrogen bonds and increases labile metallic character,
reducing dissolution reaction barriers and boosting ammonia forma-
tion kinetics in acid. Increasing the solubility of dissolved metal cat-
ions further facilitates the decomposition of nitrides in acid by pro-
hibiting surface oxide passivation. These findings highlight essential
future directions for preventing nitride dissolution or facilitating
ammonia production for diverse acidic applications.
cells) or false positives (e.g., in

discovering catalysts for ammonia

synthesis). In this study, we

elucidate the fundamental

material parameters governing

the stability of transition metal

nitrides in acid. Such findings offer

a key mechanistic understanding

for rationalizing the physical origin

of nitride decomposition in acid.

More importantly, these insights

provide a blueprint for designing

and optimizing novel nitride

chemistries for diverse clean

energy applications.
INTRODUCTION

Transition metal nitrides have emerged as promising earth-abundant catalysts to

reduce or eliminate the use of precious metals (e.g., Pt) in proton exchange mem-

brane fuel cells and electrolyzers due to their low cost, high electrical conductivity,

sinter resistance, and noble-metal-like electronic structures.1,2 Unfortunately, the

use of transition metal nitrides in such technologies has been hampered by the insta-

bility of these nitrides in acid.3–8 For example, the durability of Pt/TiWN core-shell

nanoparticles for the oxygen reduction reaction has suffered from the dissolution

of nitride cores in acid.7 Similarly, the long-term oxygen reduction activity of Ni3N

in acid has been shown to be significantlymore unstable than that in base.8 These ob-

servations are corroborated by the decomposition of nitride catalysts for electro-

chemical nitrogen reduction in acid, which has resulted in false positives in discov-

ering new electrocatalysts.9 For instance, while nitrides such as VN,10 NbN,11 and

Mo2N
12 have been computationally predicted to catalyze the reduction of nitrogen

to ammonia, the experimentally observed ammonia has been attributed to the disso-

lution of nitrides in acid.3–5 Therefore, it is imperative to establish stability descriptors

of transition metal nitrides in acid, which not only offer a fundamental understanding

of nitride dissolution but also provide new guiding principles to optimize their

intrinsic stability and relevant ammonia generation in acid for diverse applications.

Here, we investigated nine transition metal nitrides with diverse structures and

chemistries, including TiN, VN, CrN, ZrN, NbN, WN, Ta3N5, Fe2N, and Ni3N
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 ª 2022 Elsevier Inc. 1
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(Figure S1), to find electronic-structure-based descriptors governing both the extent

and the kinetics of nitride decomposition and ammonia formation in acid. While

ionic metal nitrides (e.g., Li3N
13 and Mg3N2)

14 can directly react with water through

hydrolysis to generate ammonia (e.g., Li3N + 3H2O / 3LiOH + NH3), transition

metal nitrides are stable in air or water, but their lattice nitrogen can be activated

to form ammonia through hydrogenation15–18 and protonation.3–5,19 In these pro-

cesses, ammonia formation from lattice nitrogen has small barriers due to the lower

electronegativity of nitrogen compared with oxygen20 resulting in lower thermody-

namic stability of nitrides than oxides.21 For the high-temperature hydrogenation of

metal nitrides (e.g., 2MxNy + 3dH2 / 2MxNy�d + 2dNH3), higher metal d orbital oc-

cupancy has been shown to lead to lower barriers for nitride hydrogenation to yield

ammonia.15 However, for the room-temperature protonation of transition metal ni-

trides in acid (e.g., 2Fe2N + 10H+ / 4Fe2+ + 2NH4
+ + H2),

19 design principles

relating the kinetics of nitride dissolution and ammonia formation to the intrinsic

properties of these nitrides have yet to be developed. To tackle this challenge, moti-

vated by previous studies on the role of the ligand 2p band center in regulating the

energetics of ligand vacancies22,23 and the surface reactivity23–28 of transition metal

compounds, we carried out analogous investigations of the nitrogen 2p band center

and decomposition energetics of nitrides using density functional theory (DFT) and

X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES). Under acidic conditions, greater amounts and

faster kinetics of metal ion dissolution and ammonia formation are correlated with

a decreased nitrogen 2p band center with respect to the Fermi level. The lowered

nitrogen 2p band center is accompanied by weakened metal–nitrogen bonds,

increased metallic character, and an enhanced energetic driving force for the loss

of lattice nitrogen to form ammonia. Moreover, increasing the solubility of dissolved

metal cations is essential to ensure the complete conversion from nitrides to

ammonia in acid by preventing surface oxide passivation.
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RESULTS

Trends of nitride dissolution and ammonia formation in acid

The amounts and kinetics of metal ion dissolution and ammonia generation from ni-

trides were assessed by exposing nitrides to 0.1 M H2SO4 at room temperature.

These nitrides were synthesized through solid-state nitridation.7,29,30 The phase pu-

rity and morphological similarity of these nitrides were confirmed by powder X-ray

diffraction (PXRD, Figure S2), Raman spectroscopy (Figure S3), and scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM, Figure S4), respectively. The concentration of ammonium

ions (produced via the reaction between ammonia and protons)31 was quantified

by the salicylate colorimetric method32,33 and 1H nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy34 (Figure S5). Moreover, the concentration of dissolved metal

cations was measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS,

Figure S6). The ammonia yield, i.e., the percentage of nitrogen converted from a

nitride to ammonium ions, was calculated based on the amount of nitrogen in

NH4
+ and that in the examined nitride (Table S1). Similarly, the extent of metal ion

dissolution was obtained by comparing the concentration of metal cations in acid

with the amount in the nitride.

The molar concentrations of NH4
+ and dissolved metal ions detected after exposing

nitrides to acid for 24 h decreased in the order of Fe2N > Ni3N > TiN >

WN > VN > NbN > ZrN � CrN � Ta3N5 (Figure 1A, left). The amounts of NH4
+ de-

tected from ZrN, CrN, and Ta3N5 in acid are within the experimental uncertainty (Fig-

ure S5F; Note S1). Moreover, the concentrations of NH4
+ found for Fe2N and Ni3N

measured using the salicylate colorimetric method are in agreement with those from
2 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023
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Figure 1. The extent and kinetics of nitride dissolution by exposing transition metal nitrides to

acid

(A) Ammonium ion (quantified colorimetrically) and dissolved metal ion concentrations from all

nitrides over 24 h in acid. For each experiment, 20 mg nitride was added into a sealed glass cell

(without gas inlet or outlet) containing 300 mL 0.1 M H2SO4 with stirring at 800 rpm and at room

temperature. Error bars represent the standard deviations of three independent measurements.

The horizontal red line indicates the quantification limit of ammonia (�4 mM) in this work due to the

ammonia background in ambient conditions (Figure S5F; Note S1).

(B) Time-dependent ammonia formation profiles of Fe2N, Ni3N, and WN in acid (quantified

colorimetrically). The ammonia yield is defined as the percentage of nitrogen converted from a

nitride to ammonia in acid (Table S1).
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1H NMR (Figure S5F). Furthermore, the ammonia yield follows a similar trend to the

concentrations of NH4
+ and metal ions (Figure 1A, right). Notably, Fe2N and Ni3N

had �100% ammonia yields, in contrast to the lower values obtained by exposing

WN (�15%), TiN (�7%), NbN (�2%), and VN (�2%) to acid.

Time-dependent measurements (Figures 1B and S7) revealed that the kinetics of

ammonia formation from nitride dissolution in acid followed the trends of ammonia

yields over 24 h (Figure 1A), with average rates following the order of

Fe2N >Ni3N >WN> TiN� VN�NbN> ZrN�CrN� Ta3N5 (Figure S8). While these

nitrides have different porosity levels (Figure S4) and specific surface areas

(Table S1), their average dissolution rates follow a similar trend to that of the rates

normalized to the specific surface areas of pristine nitrides (Figure S8). Remarkably,

Fe2N and Ni3N exhibited fast kinetics, having complete conversion from these ni-

trides to ammonia within 30 min (Figure 1B), with mass-normalized initial rates as

high as 0.06 and 0.04 molammonia h
�1 gnitride

�1, respectively (Figure S9). Comparably

fast kinetics were observed for the time-dependent dissolution of metal cations from

Fe2N and Ni3N in acid (Figure S10). While WN showed a higher initial ammonia for-

mation rate within the first minute of exposure to acid (0.49 molammonia h
�1 gnitride

�1,

Figure S9), its ammonia formation kinetics slowed down rapidly at�12% conversion,

gradually reaching a plateau to �15% over 24 h (Figure S7), which will be discussed

in detail later.
Descriptors for nitride stability and ammonia generation in acid

Increasing the kinetics of nitride dissolution and ammonia formation in acid was

correlated with a lower nitrogen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level (Fig-

ure 2A), as quantified by DFT (Figure 2B) and XES (Figures 2C and S11). The DFT-

computed density of states (DOSs) of the occupied nitrogen 2p band shifted away

from the Fermi level from Ta3N5 to NbN, VN, TiN, ZrN, and CrN, and eventually

Fe2N, Ni3N, and WN (Figure 2B). Notably, the DFT nitrogen 2p band center,
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 3
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Figure 2. Electronic structures and reaction energetics of transition metal nitrides

(A) Electronic structures of transition metal nitrides represented by DOS and the bonding/antibonding nature of metal–nitrogen bonds in these nitrides

indicated by their M–N COHPs.

(B) DFT-computed metal d (purple) and nitrogen 2p (green) projected DOS of transition metal nitrides. Dashed lines indicate the Fermi level.

(C) Experimental nitrogen DOS relative to the Fermi level (green, measured by N Ka XES), quantified by aligning N Ka XES spectra with valence band

XPS spectra (dots, supplemental experimental procedures). Solid horizontal lines highlight the agreement between the hybridization features in these

spectra.

(D) Trends in the XES nitrogen 2p band center (green, r = 0.81, where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, Figure S11), the occupancy of antibonding

M–N orbitals (gray, r = �0.84, Figure S13), and the energetic barrier for forming a nitrogen vacancy in transition metal nitrides (black, r = 0.71), as a

function of the DFT nitrogen 2p band center. The DFT or XES band center was determined by the centroid of the occupied nitrogen DOS. Error bars in

the XES band center represent the uncertainty in spectral alignment (�0.5 eV, supplemental experimental procedures).
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representing the energy-weighted centroid of the nitrogen DOS (similar to our pre-

vious work26 on the oxygen 2p band center of transition metal oxides), was lowered

due to increased metal d electron filling (Figures 2B and S12). Moreover, the DFT ni-

trogen 2p band center, along with the metal-nitrogen hybridization features in the

computed DOS, was in good agreement with the experimental nitrogen DOS

(Figures 2C and 2D), quantified by N Ka XES and aligned to the Fermi level with

valence band X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) based on a method devel-

oped previously35,36 (Figure S11; supplemental experimental procedures). Such hy-

bridization features in N Ka XES from lower to higher photon energies can be attrib-

uted to the bonding, non-bonding, or antibonding orbitals of metal–nitrogen

bonds, respectively (similar to the order of orbitals observed for transition metal ox-

ides),35,36 indicating that N Ka XES primarily reflects the ground-state DOS of these

nitrides. Additional support for the DFT-based analysis is found in the agreement

between the experimental and DFT-relaxed structures of the nitrides assessed in

this work (Figure S2; Table S2). While XES provides a more direct quantification of
4 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023
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Figure 3. Nitrogen 2p band center as a descriptor for dissolution kinetics and bonding character

(A) Trends in the ammonia yields (r = �0.82, where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient) and the

average rates of ammonia formation from nitrides over 24 h in acid (quantified by the colorimetric

method, r = �0.87), as a function of the DFT nitrogen 2p band center. These average rates were

estimated based on the area under the curve in the time-dependent ammonia formation profiles

(Figure S7). Error bars in the ammonia yields represent the standard deviations of three

independent measurements. The nitrogen 2p band center was determined by the centroid of the

DFT-computed occupied nitrogen DOS (Figure 2B).

(B) Metallicity, ionicity, and covalency of metal nitrides plotted on the van Arkel-Ketelaar diagram

based on the DFT-computed electron density (supplemental experimental procedures). The values

of these quantities were normalized by the maximum of each quantity among all nitrides examined

in this work, and thus this van Arkel-Ketelaar diagram shows the relative metallic-ionic-covalent

bonding character of such nitrides (instead of their absolute values).
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the electronic structure of transition metal compounds than DFT,35,36 XES measure-

ments are also more resource intensive. In contrast, DFT-computed electronic-struc-

ture-based descriptors can be more suited for materials discovery, e.g., through

high-throughput virtual screening, owing to the continued development of compu-

tational materials databases.37 Overall, the examination of both DFT- and XES-

based descriptors in this work can provide a rigorous co-validation of simulations

and experiments.

Lowering the nitrogen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level weakens metal–

nitrogen bonds (Figure 2D) and increases labile metal-metal interactions in

nitrides (Figure 3B), associated with faster kinetics of nitride decomposition in acid

(Figures 3A and S11D). First, the weakening of metal–nitrogen bonds when the

Fermi level is lifted up with respect to the nitrogen 2p band is supported by the crys-

tal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) analysis (Figure S13). COHPs show the

orbital overlaps and, therefore, the bonding (COHP > 0) or antibonding

(COHP < 0) nature of electronic orbitals in chemical bonds.38 The occupancy of an-

tibonding orbitals in metal–nitrogen bonds can then be quantified by integrating the

M–N COHPs of nitrides from the bottom of the valence band to the Fermi level39

(Figure S13). Thus, a lower nitrogen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level leads

to more filled antibonding states (Figure 2D). Fe2N and Ni3N, featuring the lowest

nitrogen 2p band center, have the most occupied antibonding M–N orbitals and

the weakest metal–nitrogen bonds, consistent with their fastest kinetics of nitride

dissolution in acid (Figures 1B and 3A). Second, the increased occupancy of anti-

bonding states with dominantly metallic character can also result in an increased

contribution of labile metal–metal bonds in these nitrides. The contribution of

metal-metal interactions near the Fermi level of Fe2N and Ni3N is the highest among

all nitrides examined here, as indicated by their M–M COHPs (Figure S13B). To

further support this argument, the metallic-ionic-covalent character of these

metal nitrides was quantified based on the DFT-computed electron density40
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 5
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(supplemental experimental procedures) and plotted on the van Arkel-Ketelaar dia-

gram.41 Lowering the nitrogen 2p band relative to the Fermi level was found to lead

to a more metallic character for such nitrides (Figure 3B), and thus, Fe2N and Ni3N

have the strongest metallic character. Notably, Fe2N and Ni3N also have the

most reactive metal–metal bonds, as late transition metals (e.g., Fe) have been

shown to have weak metallic bonds and fast dissolution in acid due to their high

d shell filling.42 Thus, Fe2N and Ni3N have the highest contribution of labile

metal-metal interactions among their chemical bonds, accounting for their fastest

dissolution kinetics in acid. In contrast, no strong correlations exist between the for-

mation energetics of transition metal nitrides and their dissolution kinetics in acid

(Figure S14), highlighting the role of electronic-structure-based descriptors such

as the nitrogen 2p band center in governing the stability of nitrides in acid.

Lowering the nitrogen 2p band center of transition metal nitrides relative to the

Fermi level is also correlated with a decreased barrier for forming nitrogen vacancies

and an increased driving force for the protonation of lattice nitrogen to produce

ammonium ions, where a lattice nitrogen ion reacts with protons to form NH4
+

(i.e., Nlattice + 4H+ / ,3+ + NH4
+, having , as a vacancy site created after the

removal of the nitrogen anion). The energetic barrier of such a protonation reaction

differs by the energy penalty for generating a nitrogen vacancy in nitrides (DGN vac).

Lowering the nitrogen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level reduced DGN vac by

�7 eV across all assessed nitrides (Figure 2D), indicating an increased thermody-

namic driving force for the protonation step. This lowered penalty can be in part

rationalized by the weakening of metal–nitrogen bonds due to the decreased nitro-

gen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level (Figures 2D and 3B), as the breaking of

metal–nitrogen bonds is involved in the protonation reaction. This reduced penalty

can also be related to a lowered charge-transfer barrier from transition metal nitrides

to protons (Figure S15), as such electron transfer from the highest occupied orbitals

of nitrides to the empty orbital of protons is crucial for forming nitrogen–hydrogen

covalent bonds during the protonation and loss of lattice nitrogen sites in acid.

Other energetics, such as those relevant to charge redistribution in nitrides after

creating vacancies (similar to what has been shown for oxides),25,26,43,44 can also

potentially influence the trends in DGN vac (Figure 2D). Future work is required to

resolve different competing energetics during vacancy formation in transition metal

nitrides, which can be essential for further understanding their stability trends.

Effect of surface oxidation and ion solubility on nitride dissolution

Fe2N and Ni3N, with the lowest nitrogen 2p band center, were the most oxidized on

the surface among all examined nitrides (Figure S16). This trend can be rationalized

by the increased energetic driving force for the oxidation of metal nitrides, e.g.,

MxNy + (z/2)O2 / MxOz + (y/2)N2,
45 due to the weak metal–nitrogen bonds in

Fe2N and Ni3N. This argument is in agreement with a recent work on metal carbides

reporting that stronger metal–carbon bonds result in carbides that are harder to

oxidize.46 Moreover, the surface and bulk metal valence states in Fe2N and Ni3N

were quantified by metal 2p XPS and metal K-edge X-ray absorption near edge

structure (XANES), respectively. While Fe2+ and Fe3+ surface species (e.g., FeO

and Fe2O3) were observed for pristine Fe2N (Figure S17B), the bulk Fe oxidation

state was estimated to be +1.5, as expected for Fe2N (Figure S17C). Similarly, while

the pristine Ni3N surface is composed of Ni+ and Ni2+ (Figure 4B), indicating the

presence of NiO species, the bulk Ni oxidation state of as-synthesized Ni3N is close

to +1, as expected for Ni3N (Figure 4C). After exposing these nitrides to acid for

10 min, where �81 and �71 wt % of Fe2N and Ni3N reacted, respectively, their sur-

face and bulk metal oxidation states remained unchanged compared with those of
6 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023
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Figure 4. Influence of the solubility of dissolved metal cations on nitride dissolution kinetics

(A) PXRD of Ni3N and WN before and after exposure to acid, labeled by the exposure time and the percentage of conversion from these nitrides to

ammonia. All peaks for Ni3N after exposure to acid can be assigned to the hexagonal Ni3N phase (P6322, a = b = 0.46 nm, c = 0.43 nm, Figure S1). For WN

after exposure to acid, the major peaks can be assigned to the cubic rocksalt WN phase (Fm3m, a = b = c = 0.41 nm, Figure S1), while a secondary phase

(orange peaks) exists and matches with the standard PXRD pattern of the orthorhombic WO3$H2O phase (Pmnb, a = 0.52 nm, b = 1.07 nm, c = 0.51 nm,

Figure S19A).

(B) Ni 2p XPS spectra of Ni3N before and after exposure to acid. The 2p3/2 peaks from low to high binding energies correspond to Ni+ (852.8 eV), Ni2+

(855.9 eV), and satellite peaks (861.0 eV), respectively.47

(C) Ni K-edge XANES spectra of Ni3N before and after exposure to acid.

(D) W 4f XPS spectra of WN before and after exposure to acid. The two sets of 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 doublets from low to high binding energies correspond to

W3+ (32.8 and 34.9 eV) and W6+ (35.7 and 37.8 eV), respectively.48,49

(E) W L-edge XANES spectra of WN before and after exposure to acid.

(F and G) Ni oxidation state maps of Ni3N before (F) and after exposure to acid for 10 min (G). Scale bars, 1 mm.

(H and I) W oxidation state maps of WN before (H) and after exposure to acid for 24 h (I). Scale bars, 2 mm. Additional two-dimensional metal oxidation

state maps are provided in Figure S21.
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pristine nitrides (Figures 4B, 4C, S17B, S17C, S18A, and S18B), consistent with the

observation that Fe2N and Ni3N remained crystalline and phase-pure after exposure

to acid (Figures 4A and S17A).

WN, having a comparable nitrogen 2p band center to Fe2N and Ni3N, was shown to

have fast kinetics for the first minute of exposure to acid, after which its dissolution
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 7
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rate was reduced significantly (Figure 1B). The observed change in nitride dissolu-

tion kinetics can be attributed to the formation of acid-stable oxides on the surface

of WN upon the initial dissolution of tungsten cations in acid. This point is supported

by the new peaks in the PXRD patterns of WN after exposure to acid (Figure 4A), with

steady growth in intensities after the exposure time increased from 10 min, 1 h, to

24 h, which can be indexed to tungsten oxide hydrate (WO3$H2O, Figure S19A).

This result is corroborated by the changes in the W L-edge XANES spectra of WN

after exposure to acid, showing a positively shifted absorption edge and increased

white line intensity (Figure 4E), and the formation of WO3$H2O is supported by the

linear combination analysis (Figures S18C–S18E). Further support comes from theW

4f XPS spectra (Figure 4D), where the relative intensity of doublet peaks correspond-

ing toW6+ ions inWO3 increasedmarkedly at the expense ofW3+ double peaks from

WN. These observations are in agreement with the different aqueous solubility of

metal cations at acidic pHs, as indicated by the Pourbaix diagrams (Figure S20).

Tungsten ions, formed after the exposure of WN to acid, are insoluble at acidic

pHs, leading to the generation of acid-stable oxide phases (e.g., WO3, Figure S20A).

In contrast, iron and nickel ions are soluble in acid (Figures S20B and S20C), inhibit-

ing the passivation of Fe2N and Ni3N particles by corresponding oxide phases after

the dissolution of these two metal nitrides.

The metal-dependent passivation of nitrides by acid-stable oxides was visualized by

using synchrotron full-field transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM, Figures 4F–4I and

S21). Negligible changes were found in the TXM maps of Fe2N (Figure S21A) and

Ni3N (Figures 4G and S21B) at �81% and �71% conversion from these nitrides to

ammonia, respectively. In contrast, in the TXM maps of WN, the tungsten oxidation

states in the surface regions were shown to increase after 10 min and 1 h in acid (Fig-

ure S21C), and large oxide particles (e.g., WO3$H2O) became visible after 24 h in

acid with �15% conversion from WN to ammonia (Figure 4I). These results are in

agreement with the increasingly reduced surface N/(N+O) ratios, as well as the

higher tungsten oxidation states on the surface than in bulk, estimated from W 4f

XPS and W L-edge XANES, respectively (Figure S19C).

The formation of acid-stable oxide phases is not limited to WN and has essential

implications on the extent and kinetics of nitride dissolution and ammonia forma-

tion in acid. For WN, the formation of tungsten oxide phases from dissolved

tungsten cations can explain why the percentage of detected tungsten cations

is much lower than that of quantified ammonia from the dissolution of WN in

acid (Figure S10A), as large particles were filtered out of the acidic solutions

before the ICP-MS quantification. Similar to WN, NbN had almost no niobium

cations in acid after its dissolution (Table S3), which can be rationalized by the

low solubility of niobium ions owing to the large thermodynamic driving force

for forming Nb2O5 from niobium ions in acid (Figure S20K). In addition, although

titanium cations are similarly insoluble in acid (Figure S20J), TiN was less passiv-

ated by TiO2 than NbN by Nb2O5 (Table S3), which explains why TiN had more

ammonia formation and nitride dissolution (Figure 3), even though it has a higher

N 2p band center and thus stronger metal–nitrogen bonds than NbN (Figure 2).

Furthermore, the result that NbN was more passivated by acid-stable oxides than

TiN agrees with their time-dependent dissolution profiles (Figure S7), where the

kinetics of NbN slowed down rapidly after the first minute, while the dissolution

of TiN was slow yet steady in acid. Overall, these observations highlight that the

influence of oxidized phases on nitride dissolution kinetics in acid is not gov-

erned predominantly by the initial surface oxidation of nitrides in the air (Fig-

ure S16), but, instead, by the solubility of dissolved metal ions at acidic pHs
8 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023



Figure 5. Proposed reaction scheme for nitride dissolution and ammonia formation in acid

The solvation structure of aqueous ions is not shown unless water explicitly participates in the corresponding reactions. D4 represents the potential

difference across the double layer. Color scheme: metal, purple; N, green; O, red; H, blue.
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(Figure S20). Such results show the complex interplay between nitride decompo-

sition and oxide formation in governing the kinetics of nitride dissolution and

ammonia formation in acid.

Mechanistic insights into nitride dissolution in acid

The design principles for nitride stability and ammonia generation can provide crit-

ical mechanistic insights into the decomposition of transition metal nitrides in acid.

Given the key role of the nitrogen 2p band center in controlling nitride dissolution

kinetics by modulating metal–nitrogen bond strength (Figures 2 and 3) and the pro-

tonation of lattice nitrogen sites (Figure S15), we propose a possible protonation-

promoted pathway for nitride dissolution in acid (Figure 5). It has been widely

conceived that the decomposition of inorganic solids in aqueous solutions is facili-

tated by the protonation of their lattice ligand sites.25,50–52 For example, the proton-

ation of lattice oxygen in transition metal oxides can polarize and weaken adjacent

metal–oxygen bonds, facilitating their dissolution in acid.25,51 Likewise, protonating

lattice nitrogen in silicon nitrides can increase the electrophilicity of neighboring sil-

icon sites to render the sites more accessible for nucleophilic attack by water.52 Moti-

vated by such examples25,51,52 and the theory of solid dissolution in acid proposed

by Crundwell,53,54 we hypothesize that the decomposition of metal nitrides in acid

begins with the protonation of lattice nitrogen to generate activated lattice nitrogen

species55 (Figure 5),

Nlattice + H+

ðaqÞ4NðH+ Þlattice (Equation 1)

which polarizes adjacent metal–nitrogen bonds and makes metal and nitrogen ions

less bonded to each other. The activated species can depart from the surface of ni-

trides by breaking metal–nitrogen bonds and diffusing into the bulk solutions and

then further react with protons to generate ammonium ions:

NðH+ Þlattice /NH2�
ðaqÞ +,3+

lattice (Equation 2)

2� + +
NHðaqÞ + 3HðaqÞ/NH
4ðaqÞ (Equation 3)
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 9
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where , represents the vacancy generated after the removal of lattice ions. Simul-

taneously, transition metal cations can leave the surface by breaking metal–nitrogen

bonds, become solvated by water, and diffuse into the bulk solutions (Figure 5):

Mlattice/Mð3y=xÞ+
ðaqÞ +,

ð3y=xÞ�
lattice (Equation 4)

These metal ions can potentially be further oxidized into cations with a higher oxida-

tion state if soluble,

Mð3y=xÞ+
ðaqÞ +

�
z � 3y

x

�
H+

ðaqÞ/Mz +

ðaqÞ +
�
z

2
� 3y

2x

�
H2ðgÞ (Equation 5)

consistent with the product quantification for Fe2N by Fowler (i.e., 2Fe2N + 10H+ /

4Fe2+ + 2NH4
+ + H2).

19 Such dissolved metal cations can also transform into acid-

stable oxide phases if having low solubility,

Mð3y=xÞ+
ðaqÞ +

z

2
H2O/

1

2
M2OzðsÞ +

3y

x
H+

ðaqÞ +
�
z

2
� 3y

2x

�
H2ðgÞ (Equation 6)

which agrees with the formation of oxide phases (e.g., WO3$H2O) for WN in acid

(Figure 4).

Given our proposed reaction scheme (Figure 5; Equations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6), we can

further derive the kinetic model for nitride dissolution in acid using the theory of solid

dissolution proposed by Crundwell53,54 and compare our theoretical model with ex-

periments. We assume that the breaking of metal–nitrogen bonds is the hardest pro-

cess (i.e., Equation 2 for ammonia formation and Equation 4 for metal ion dissolu-

tion), as metal–nitrogen bond strength essentially governs dissolution kinetics

(Figures 2 and 3). Notably, since Equations 2 and 4 create net charges in vacancies

due to the detachment of ions, such charges can be either mobile or captured by sur-

face states and dangling bonds.53 More importantly, the migration of charged ions

between the surface of nitrides and the bulk solutions can give rise to a potential dif-

ference across the double layer53 (Figure 5), and this potential drop, in turn, influ-

ences the reaction rates of those steps involving the transfer of charged ions at

the solid-liquid interface (e.g., Equations 1, 2, and 4). Considering the charged

solid-liquid interface, even though ammonia formation and metal ion dissolution

appear to be two independent, parallel processes, they are kinetically coupled

because their rates depend on the potential difference across the double layer.

Thus, steady-state dissolution is established when the rates of ammonia formation

and metal ion dissolution are proportional to the stoichiometry of nitrides

(i.e., MxNy):

y$ rNH+
4
= x

�
rMz + + 2rM2Oz

�
(Equation 7)

where r denotes the reaction rate. After considering such congruent, stoichiometric

dissolution of transition metal nitrides, we can derive their decomposition rates in

acid (Note S2) and compare our theoretical model with experimental results. Specif-

ically, the key role of protons is corroborated by the negligible amounts of ammonia

and dissolved metal cations detected after exposing the most reactive Fe2N and

Ni3N to pure water (Figure S22). Further support comes from the pH-dependent ki-

netics of Ni3N in acid, where decreasing pH led to faster dissolution kinetics with a

reaction order of�0.2 with respect to pH (Figure S23), in reasonable agreement with

our kinetic model that gives rise to a reaction order of�0.25 with respect to pH (Note

S2). Nevertheless, it is crucial to emphasize that currently, we cannot exclude alter-

native reaction mechanisms that potentially result in similar pH dependence, and

broadly speaking, our findings represent the first step toward understanding nitride
10 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023
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dissolution in acid. For instance, future studies are required to systematically eluci-

date the oxidation of dissolved metal cations in acid (Equations 5 and 6), e.g., by

accurately quantifying the formation of hydrogen gas and the product distribution

of oxidized species.19 In addition, the descriptor-centered approach should be

extended in future work to unravel the physical principles behind the solubility of dis-

solvedmetal ions in acid, as currently, only a preliminary understanding exists for the

crystallization processes of different transition metal oxides in aqueous solu-

tions.56,57 Given the complex interplay between nitride dissolution, ammonia gener-

ation, metal cation oxidation, and oxide formation, we must continue to refine and

extend the stability design principles of transition metal nitrides in acid.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we report the nitrogen-2p-band-center-dependent energetics and ki-

netics of transition metal nitride dissolution and ammonia generation in acid.

Notably, we show that lowering the nitrogen 2p band center of transition metal

nitrides leads to weakened metal–nitrogen bonds and increased labile metal-metal

interactions, providing a large driving force for protonating lattice nitrogen and

forming nitrogen vacancies to decompose nitrides and generate ammonia in acid.

In addition, having high solubility of dissolved metal cations ensures the complete

conversion from nitrides to ammonia by preventing surface oxide passivation.

Such design principles can be extended to rationalize the stability trends of well-

studied nitride chemistries for electrocatalysis in acid. For instance, Mo2N has fast

dissolution in acid,3 which can be explained by its weak Mo–N bonds similar to

the W–N bonds in W-based nitrides due to the comparable electronegativities of

Mo and W.58 Moreover, the stability of Mo-based nitrides in acid is enhanced by

increasing the nitrogen content from Mo2N to MoN,59 which oxidizes the Mo

ions, moves the Fermi level closer to the N 2p band center, and leads to stronger

Mo–N bonds. Thus, nitrogen-rich Mo-based nitrides (e.g., Co0.6Mo1.4N2
60 and

Fe0.8Mo1.2N2)
61 can be used to stabilize late transition metal cations in nitrides for

oxygen reduction in acid. These observations support the power of stability design

principles based on the bulk electronic structure of transition metal compounds in

capturing their surface energetics and kinetics in a wide chemical space, similar to

what has been shown in our prior work on transition metal oxides.25,26 Nevertheless,

in this work, we focus on nitrides composed of early 3d to 5d or late 3d transition

metals since these metals tend to form synthetically accessible binary62 and

ternary40 nitrides. Thus, caution is needed when directly extrapolating the stability

design principles reported in this study for novel nitride compositions comprising

late 4d or 5d transition metals.63 More importantly, apart from the surface passiv-

ation of nitrides by acid-stable oxides, in electrocatalysis, electrochemically induced

surface transformations (e.g., the formation of oxide shells)64 can occur on transition

metal nitride catalysts, particularly under oxidizing potentials. Such oxidized phases

might not be catalytically active and thus block the active sites of their parent ni-

trides. However, for certain nitrides, these oxide65 or oxynitride66 species have

been proposed to boost the catalytic activity by forming highly active surface reac-

tion sites. Therefore, this work should be extended in future studies to understand

the formation of electrochemically induced oxidized phases on transition metal

nitrides, e.g., by leveraging the operando spectroscopic67 and microscopic charac-

terization68 of nitride-electrolyte interfaces.

These design principles of nitride stability and ammonia generation in acid can be

leveraged to design new nitride chemistries for diverse acidic applications. For

instance, the intrinsic stability of nitride catalysts for electrochemical oxygen7,8
Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023 11
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or nitrogen reduction3–5 in acid can be enhanced by designing nitride chemistries

with increased nitrogen 2p band relative to the Fermi level. In contrast, lowering

the nitrogen 2p band center relative to the Fermi level can give rise to transition

metal nitrides with facile, complete ammonia formation kinetics in acid, providing

novel opportunities for distributed, on-demand ammonia generation,69 especially

if, through future studies, nitride synthesis can be achieved utilizing earth-abun-

dant nitrogen sources (e.g., dinitrogen and nitrates) and metal oxide or metal

salt precursors (recovered from the dissolved metal cations in acid). Notably, the

optimization of the nitrogen 2p band center of transition metal nitrides can be real-

ized through rational metal substitution70 in these nitrides. Specifically, to boost

nitride stability in acid (e.g., for proton exchange membrane fuel cells), electropos-

itive heterometals can possibly be substituted in existing nitride catalysts to form

more nitrogen-rich, mixed ionic-covalent nitrides (presumably with higher nitrogen

2p band). On the contrary, to promote the ammonia formation kinetics from

exposing nitrides to acid (e.g., for distributed, on-demand ammonia production),

electronegative metal ions can be potentially introduced in known chemistries to

generate more nitrogen-poor, metallic nitrides (presumably with lower nitrogen

2p band). Such a strategy based on the chemistry, electronic structure, and

bonding characteristics of transition metal nitrides (Figure 3B) is supported by

the similar metallic-ionic-covalent character of 54 synthetically accessible ternary

transition metal nitrides discovered in a recent study.40 Decreasing the electroneg-

ativity of substituents has been found to reduce neighboring nitrogen anions and

oxidize the parent metal, which can be compensated by excess nitrogen and give

rise to the formation of nitrogen-rich, mixed ionic-covalent nitrides.40 In contrast,

increasing the electronegativity of heterometals has been proposed to oxidize

adjacent nitrogen anions, redistributing more electron density to metal–metal

bonds (instead of metal–nitrogen bonds) and leading to the creation of nitro-

gen-poor, metallic nitrides.40 The stability design principles of transition metal ni-

trides in acid shown in this work can potentially serve as a blueprint to further

establish generalized activity9 and synthesizability descriptors40 for substituted

multinary nitrides. For example, electrochemical nitrogen reduction to ammonia

on transition metal nitrides has been proposed to operate via the nitrogen-va-

cancy-mediated Mars-van Krevelen mechanism.2,9–12 Therefore, reducing the ni-

trogen 2p band center of nitrides can potentially lower the catalytic reaction bar-

rier if the vacancy formation process is rate limiting but increase this energetic

barrier if, instead, the replenishment of lattice nitrogen sites is rate determining.

As nitrides represent an exciting, yet largely unexplored chemical space compared

with other chemistries (e.g., oxides),21,40 from a broad perspective, we aim to

leverage emerging data-driven toolsets37,71 in future work to co-optimize the syn-

thesizability, activity, and stability of nitrides across a wide chemical space for

diverse acidic applications including electrocatalysis and beyond.
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Materials and methods

Materials synthesis

All reagents were commercially available and utilized as received. All nitrides were

prepared through the nitridation of metal oxide or metal salt precursors or the reni-

tridation of commercial metal nitride powders. In a typical synthesis, 0.5 g precursor

was loaded into a ceramic boat, nitridized at 350�C–900�C with a heating rate of

2�C min�1 in a flow of NH3 (100 cm3 min�1, ultra-high purity, Airgas) for 1–20 h,

cooled to room temperature, and passivated for 30 min with a 1% O2/99% N2

mixture (100 cm3 min�1, Airgas). The passivated sample was quickly removed

from the ceramic boat and further placed in a glass vial before characterization

and testing. The complete list of nitrides, precursors, nitridation temperatures,

and time is: Fe2N, Fe2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich), 500�C, 6 h; Ni3N, NiCl2 hexahydrate

(Sigma-Aldrich), 350�C, 6 h; WN, WO3 (Sigma-Aldrich), 700�C, 3 h; TiN, TiN (Strem

Chemicals), 900�C, 3 h; NbN, Nb2O5 (Sigma-Aldrich), 750�C, 11 h; VN, VN (Strem

Chemicals), 350�C, 1 h; ZrN, ZrN (Strem Chemicals), 900�C, 20 h; CrN, Cr2O3

(Sigma-Aldrich), 770�C, 14 h; Ta3N5, Ta2O5 (Sigma-Aldrich), 900�C, 20 h.

Characterization

PXRD measurements for all examined metal nitrides except Fe2N were performed

using a Bruker Advance II diffractometer equipped with a q/2q Bragg-Brentano

geometry and Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation (l = 1.5418 Å). Due to the strong fluores-

cence from Fe-containing samples when using a Cu X-ray source, PXRD pattern

of Fe2N was collected using a Bruker D8 general area detector diffraction

system equipped with a two-dimensional area detector and Co Ka radiation

(l = 1.7902 Å). PXRD patterns of as-synthesized nitrides were collected in a step

scan mode with a step size of 0.02�, a step time of 1 s per step, and a scan range

of 20�–90�. PXRD patterns of acid-treated nitrides were collected in a step scan

mode with a step size of 0.04�, a step time of 30 s per step, and a scan range of

20�–70�. XPS measurements were conducted using a Thermo Scientific Nexsa

X-ray photoelectron spectrometer system with monochromatic Al Ka radiation

(1,486.6 eV) and a low-energy flood gun as a neutralizer. The binding energy of

the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV was used as a reference for charge correction, and the

Fe 2p, Ni 2p, and W 4f core-level spectra were fitted using Gaussian-Lorentzian

peaks (30% Lorentzian) after Shirley-type background subtraction. The specific sur-

face area of each nitride was determined using a Quantachrome ChemBET Pulsar

system from a single-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis after 12 h outgassing

at 150�C in an N2 atmosphere. Raman spectra for all nitrides except CrN were

measured using a Horiba LabRAM HR microscope Raman spectrometer system

with 532 and 632 nm laser excitation. For CrN, its Raman spectrum was measured

using a Renishaw inVia reflex Raman microscope with 785 nm laser excitation. SEM

images were collected using a Zeiss Merlin high-resolution scanning electron micro-

scope at 5 kV.

Exposing metal nitrides to acid

The exposure of metal nitrides to acidic solutions was assessed by adding 20 mg

nitride powders into a sealed glass cell (without gas inlet or outlet) containing

300 mL 0.1 M H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent) with stirring at 800 rpm. Deion-

ized (DI) water (18.2 MU cm at 25�C) was used from a Millipore Milli-Q water pu-

rification system and was freshly prepared just before use. For each liquid sample,

3 mL solution was taken, filtered, and stored for quantification. For each solid

sample, nitride powders after exposure to acid for a specific amount of time

were filtered, washed with DI water, dried in the air, and stored for further

characterization.
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Ammonia quantification

Ammonia concentrations were colorimetrically quantified using the salicylate

method,32,33 which has been modified from the approach reported previously.72,73

This method only works for neutral/alkaline samples, because at acid pHs, sodium

salicylate precipitates out of the solutions as salicylic acid. Thus, given that the sam-

ple solutions were highly acidic, for each sample, 2.5 mL solution was neutralized

with 2.85 mL 0.2 M KOH (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent) just prior to the quantification

to reduce potential ammonia loss via evaporation in alkaline conditions.

Three reagent solutions were prepared for the salicylate method, i.e., a salicylate cata-

lyst solution (S1), an alkaline citrate solution (S2), and an alkaline hypochlorite solution

(S3). Specifically, S1 was prepared by dissolving sodium salicylate (EMSURE Millipore,

for analysis) and sodium nitroprusside dihydrate (EMSURE Millipore, for analysis) in DI

water to obtain a 2.75 M sodium salicylate and 0.95 mM sodium nitroprusside solution.

S2 was prepared by dissolving sodium citrate dihydrate (EMSUREMillipore, for analysis)

and KOH in DI water to obtain a 340 mM sodium citrate dihydrate and 465 mM KOH

solution. S3 was prepared by mixing 10 vol. % of commercial 5% sodium hypochlorite

aqueous solution (ACROSOrganics) with 90 vol. % of S2. S1 and S3 were always freshly

prepared just prior to the quantification and never stored for more than 1 day, while S2

was prepared in advance and stored at room temperature. In addition, when not in use,

S1 was always kept in an opaque dark bottle.

Apart from these reagent solutions, a set of calibration standards was prepared just

before analyzing the samples. In order to get these calibration standards as similar as

possible to the actual samples, the solvent for these calibration standards was pre-

pared by mixing 0.1 M H2SO4 with 0.2 M KOH in the same volume ratio used for

neutralizing the samples. A mother solution was further prepared by dissolving

ammonium chloride (EMSURE Millipore, for analysis) in the prepared solvent.

Then, a set of calibration standards was prepared by diluting the mother solution

with the prepared solvent following different volume ratios, where a blank standard

(i.e., a solvent with no mother solution) was always included.

For the colorimetric quantification of each sample, 5 mL neutralized solution was

mixed vigorously with 600 mL S1 and 1mL S3 in the dark, and this solution was stored

in the dark. After color development for 1 h, the ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra of

the stored solutions were measured using a Thermo Scientific GENESYS 180 UV-vis

spectrophotometer, where the blank standard was used as the blank solution and

reference solution for UV-vis measurements. All UV-vis spectra were collected

from 850 to 350 nm, with a step size of 0.5 nm and a speed of 5 nm s�1. After all mea-

surements, calibration curves were obtained by plotting the absorbance at 650 nm

(A650) of the calibration standards versus their ammonia concentrations, and the

ammonia concentrations in sample solutions were further determined by projecting

their A650 values following the linear correlations (fitted with a zero y-intercept) in the

calibration curves. While the presence of Fe ions can potentially influence ammonia

quantification via the salicylate method due to the formation of Fe(OH)3 precipitates

and Fe(III) salicylate complexes,32 the concentration of Fe3+ ions in our experiments

by exposing Fe2N to acid is too low to give rise to any interference, as supported by

our control experiment. Specifically, by manually adding up to 280 ppm (i.e.,

�5.0 mM) Fe3+ cations into the calibration standards, we found that the absorbance

of Fe(OH)3 precipitates and Fe(III) salicylate complexes at 400–500 nm has negligible

influence on the quantification peak at 650 nm (Figure S5C). Given that themaximum

possible concentration of Fe ions from the complete decomposition of Fe2N in our

experiments is estimated to be �59.2 ppm (i.e., �1.06 mM, Table S1), the presence
14 Joule 7, 1–18, January 18, 2023
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of Fe-containing precipitates and complexes does not influence the ammonia quan-

tification via the salicylate method.

In addition to the colorimetric method, ammonia concentrations were also quantified

using 1H NMR. In a typical NMR experiment, an internal standard was first prepared

by dissolving dimethyl sulfone (Sigma-Aldrich, standard for quantitative NMR) in DI wa-

ter. Then, each NMR sample was prepared by mixing 1 mL sample solution with the

required volume of internal standard so that the internal standard concentration was

within the same order of magnitude as the estimated concentration of ammonia in

the sample solution (based on the colorimetric method). The NMR sample was further

mixed thoroughly with 5 mL concentrated hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS re-

agent, 37%) and 100 mL acetonitrile-d3 (Sigma-Aldrich,R99.8 at. %D) in order to ensure

complete homogenization prior to introducing the sample into an NMR tube. All NMR

spectra were collected at 25�C using a three-channel Bruker Avance Neo spectrometer

operating at 500.34 MHz. The spectrometer is equipped with a 5 mm liquid-nitrogen

cooled Prodigy broadband observe cryoprobe and runs in full-automation mode with

a SampleXpress 60 sample changer. NMR measurements were conducted using the
1H water suppression method based on 1D excitation sculpting using 180� water-selec-
tive pulseswith a T1 relaxation timeof 20 s, and the number of scans was selected so that

the signal-to-noise ratio of NH4
+ signals was greater than 250. All NMR spectra were

processedusingMestReNovaby the baseline correction of free induction decay, Fourier

transformation, and phasing. All chemical shifts were referenced to tetramethylsilane,

using a virtual reference provided by the instrument and the locking solvent signal.

Before integrating NMR peaks, the baseline in the regions of interest (i.e., 8–6 and

�3 ppm) was adjusted to zero. The ammonia concentrations were then obtained by

integrating the 14NH4
+ triplet peaks (8–6 ppm, with a spacing of 52.2 Hz)31,34 and the

dimethyl sulfone singlet peak (�3 ppm).

DFT studies

Periodic plane-wave spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed to study the

electronic structures and bulk energetics of metal nitrides. We used Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) functional74 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation pack-

age75,76 and projector augmented wave method77 for the description of core-electron

interaction, and the plane-wave cutoff was set to 550 eV. The used PBE functional was

chosen to have a consistent method among the nitride chemistries studied, and the

initial structure models were taken from the Materials Project database:78 Fe2N (mp-

248), Ni3N (mp-2033), WN (mp-569228), TiN (mp-492), NbN (mp-1580), VN (mp-

925), ZrN (mp-1352), CrN (mp-2132), and Ta3N5 (mp-27488). DFT calculations for

CrN were performed using an antiferromagnetic initial state in order to be consistent

with previous experimental79 and computational80 observations for the magnetic

ordering of CrN, while the DFT calculations for the other nitrides were performed using

ferromagnetic initial states with resulting magnetic structures consistent with previous

results, where only Fe2N is ferromagnetic.81 The convergence threshold for electronic

steps was 10�6 eV per unit cell, and the residual forces on all atoms were less than

10�2 eV Å�1. Metal d and nitrogen 2p band centers were determined by taking the

centroid of the projected DOS of metal d and nitrogen 2p states relative to the Fermi

level, respectively. The COHPs of these nitrides were computed using the LOBSTER

program.82 More details are provided in the supplemental information.
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